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Abstract

A graph is n-existentially closed if, for all disjoint sets of vertices
A and B with |A ∪B| = n, there is a vertex z not in A ∪B adjacent
to each vertex of A and to no vertex of B.

In this paper, we investigate n-existentially closed line graphs. In
particular, we present necessary conditions for the existence of such
graphs as well as constructions for finding infinite families of such
graphs. We also prove that there are exactly five 2-existentially closed
planar line graphs. We then consider the existential closure of the line
graphs of hypergraphs and present constructions for 2-existentially
closed line graphs of hypergraphs.
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1 Introduction

For a positive integer n, a graph with at least n vertices is n-existentially
closed or simply n-e.c. if, for all disjoint sets of vertices A and B with |A ∪
B| = n, there is a vertex z not in A ∪ B adjacent to each vertex of A and
no vertex of B. Hence, for all n-subsets S of vertices, there exist 2n vertices
joined to S in all possible ways. For example, a 1-e.c. graph is one with
neither isolated nor universal vertices.

If a graph has the n-e.c. property, then it possesses other structural prop-
erties such as the following.

Theorem 1 [4] Let G be an n-e.c. graph where n is a positive integer.

1. The graph G is m-e.c. for all 1 6 m 6 n− 1.

2. The graph G has order at least n+ 2n, and has at least n2n−1 edges.

3. The complement graph is n-e.c.

4. Each graph of order at most n+ 1 embeds in G.

5. If n > 1, then for each vertex x of G, each of the graphs G − x, the
subgraph induced by the neighbourhood N(x), and the subgraph induced
by (V (G) \N(x))− x are (n− 1)-e.c.

There are exactly three non-isomorphic 1-e.c. graphs of order 4: 2K2, C4,
and P4. The cartesian product K3�K3 is the unique 2-e.c. graph of minimum
order [5].

When studying graph properties which represent structure between ver-
tices, it is often interesting to consider how similar structure can be described
in terms of the edges of a graph. Furthermore, when investigating the struc-
ture between the edges of a graph, it is often convenient to examine the
corresponding line graph. For a graph G, the line graph of G, denoted L(G),
is the graph whose vertices are the edges of G and two vertices in L(G) are
adjacent if and only if they correspond to adjacent edges in G, where two
edges are adjacent if and only if they share at least one end vertex.

One such property with interesting behaviour involves graph colourings.
For example, the chromatic number of a graph G, denoted χ(G), is the small-
est number of colours required to colour the vertices of G such that no two
vertices of the same colour are adjacent, whereas the chromatic index of G,
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denoted χ′(G), is the smallest number of colours required to colour the edges
of G such that no two edges of the same colour are incident with the same
vertex. Note that by definition, for a graph G, the chromatic index χ′(G) is
equal to the chromatic number of its line graph, χ(L(G)).

Another structural property with similar behaviour is that of indepen-
dence. Let α(G) denote the maximum number of pairwise non-adjacent
vertices in a graph G, and similarly let α′(G) denote the maximum number
of pairwise non-adjacent edges (i.e., α′(G) denotes the size of a maximum
matching in G). It is easy to observe that α′(G) = α(L(G)) for any graph
G.

In a similar spirit, we define a version of existential closure expressed in
terms of the edges of a graph. For a positive integer n, we say that a graph
is n-line existentially closed or simply n-line e.c. if, for all disjoint sets of
edges A and B with |A∪B| = n, there is an edge e not in A∪B adjacent to
each edge of A and no edge of B. By definition, a graph is n-line e.c. if and
only if its line graph is n-e.c. and so, our main topic will be investigating the
n-e.c. property in line graphs. In [13], the notation Ξ(G) was first introduced
to represent the largest integer n for which the graph G is n-e.c. We may
similarly define Ξ′(G) to be the largest integer n for which the graph G is
n-line e.c. and observe that Ξ′(G) = Ξ(L(G)).

The only graphs which fail to be 1-line e.c. are those containing an edge
that is adjacent to every other edge and disconnected graphs containing a
connected component consisting of a single edge. For this reason, we will
only consider connected graphs going forward. Note that if a graph G has
a duplicate edge, then it would be impossible to find a third edge adjacent
to one but not the other and therefore G would not satisfy the 2-line e.c.
property. Similarly, if G has a loop at vertex v, consider any other edge
incident with v and note that no third edge would be adjacent to the loop
but not the other edge and so G would not satisfy the 2-line e.c. property.
For these reasons, as we continue our exploration of n-line e.c. graphs with
values of n greater than 1, all graphs we discuss are assumed to be simple.

For small values of n, examples of n-line e.c. graphs are easy to find. For
instance, the graph C4 is the unique 1-line e.c. graph of minimum order. The
graph K3,3 is the unique 2-line e.c. graph on 9 edges since it is the only graph
with corresponding line graph K3�K3. Also, complete graphs on at least six
vertices and complete bipartite graphs with part sizes at least three are all
2-line e.c. graphs.

In this paper, we focus on finding conditions for the existence of n-line
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e.c. graphs. In Section 2.1, we focus on finding necessary conditions for the
existence of such graphs. In particular, we prove that if G is n-line e.c. then
n is at most 2, narrowing our focus to finding examples of 2-line e.c. graphs.
In Section 2.2, we present constructions which generate infinite families of
2-line e.c. graphs and in Section 3, we prove that there are exactly five graphs
which are both 2-line e.c. and planar. Lastly, in Section 4, we introduce the
problem of existential closure in the line graphs of hypergraphs and present
constructions for 2-line e.c. hypergraphs.

2 n-Line e.c. Graphs

When studying a combinatorial object it is often natural to ask what the
necessary and sufficient conditions are for such an object to exist. In this
section, we look closely at these conditions in order to ultimately construct
more examples of such graphs.

2.1 Necessary Conditions

When studying n-line e.c. graphs, there are some immediate necessary con-
ditions that can be observed from Theorem 1 parts 1 and 2.

Theorem 2 If G is an n-line e.c. graph, then G is m-line e.c. for all 1 6

m 6 n− 1 and G has at least n+ 2n edges.

The following theorem poses a heavy restriction on the existence of n-line
e.c. graphs.

Theorem 3 Let G be a graph. If G is n-line e.c. then n 6 2. Alternatively,
if G is a graph, then Ξ′(G) 6 2.

Proof. By Theorem 2, we know that an n-line e.c. graph is also m-line e.c.
for 1 6 m 6 n. So it suffices to show that G cannot be 3-line e.c.

Suppose G is 3-line e.c. and let e0 be an edge of G. Since G is also 1-line
e.c., there exists an edge e1 not adjacent to e0. Also, since G is 2-line e.c.,
there exists an edge e2 not adjacent to e0 or e1. Finally, since G is 3-line
e.c., there must exist a fourth edge, adjacent to each of the previous three
distinct edges, no two of which are adjacent. This is impossible, so G cannot
be 3-line e.c. �
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As an alternative proof of Theorem 3 consider the following: Suppose G

is a 3-line e.c. graph, that is, L(G) is a 3-e.c. graph. Note that each graph of
order four must occur as an induced subgraph in L(G) by Theorem 1 part
4. In particular, L(G) must contain K1,3 as an induced subgraph, but this is
impossible since all line graphs are necessarily claw-free [1].

Due to the implication of Theorem 3, our attention will now focus specif-
ically on 2-line e.c. graphs. A graph G is 2-line e.c. if and only if for each
pair of distinct edges e, f ∈ E(G), the following hold:

(i) there is another edge adjacent to both e and f ,

(ii) there is another edge adjacent to neither e nor f , and

(iii) there is another edge adjacent to e but not to f .

This simplification of the definition leads to the observation of several con-
sequential properties.

Lemma 4 Let G be a 2-line e.c. graph. Then the minimum degree of G,
δ(G), is at least three.

Proof. Suppose x is a vertex of degree one in G, let e be the edge incident
with x and let f be any other edge in the graph. Applying condition (i) to e

and f gives a third edge g adjacent to e and applying (iii) to e and g forces
a second edge to be incident with x.

Now suppose x is a vertex of degree two in G and let e and f be distinct
edges incident with x. By applying condition (i) to e and f , there must exist
a third edge g which forms a triangle with e and f . Now apply condition
(iii) to e and g and observe that x must have degree at least three. �

Furthermore, for graphs with minimum degree at least three, condition
(iii) is implied by conditions (i) and (ii). Suppose e = {u, x} and f = {v, x}
are two adjacent edges in a 2-line e.c. graph G. Since δ(G) > 3, vertex u has
at least three neighbours at most two of which could be x and v. So there
must exist an edge adjacent to e but not to f and vice versa. Otherwise,
letting e and f be two disjoint edges, condition (ii) implies there exists a
third edge g adjacent to neither e nor f . Now apply condition (i) to e and
g and observe that this edge is adjacent to e but not to f . Therefore, when
checking a graph for the 2-line e.c. property, it is sufficient to verify only
conditions (i) and (ii).
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Additionally, if G is a 2-line e.c. graph, then every matching of size two
in G can be embedded in a matching of size three (where a matching is a set
of disjoint edges), as well as a path of length three. Consequently, G has no
induced matching of size two. Such graphs are often referred to as 2K2-free
graphs; for characterisations of these graphs see [7] and [17]. Therefore, the
class of 2-line e.c. graphs is contained within the class of 2K2-free graphs.

2.2 Constructing 2-Line e.c. Graphs

With a specific focus on 2-line e.c. graphs, we are able to develop some
constructions for producing an infinite collection of such graphs.

Theorem 5 Let G be a 2-line e.c. graph. Join to G a new vertex x such
that x is adjacent to each vertex of G. The resulting graph G ∨ x is a 2-line
e.c. graph.

Proof. We must verify that each pair of edges of G ∨ x satisfies the 2-line
e.c. property. Any two edges of G retain the 2-line e.c. property. For any two
edges incident with x, say e = {u, x} and f = {v, x}, any third edge incident
with x is adjacent to both e and f , and any matching of size at least three
in G contains at least one edge which is adjacent to neither e nor f .

Now let e = {u, x} and f be an edge of G. There is an edge adjacent to
both since x is adjacent to each vertex of G and there is an edge adjacent to
neither since f is a member of a matching in G of size at least three. �

We can extend this result further to allow the addition of any number of
new vertices to a 2-line e.c graph.

Theorem 6 Let G be a 2-line e.c. graph. Join to G a set S of independent
vertices of size |S| > 2 such that each vertex x ∈ S is adjacent to every vertex
of G. The resulting graph G′ is a 2-line e.c. graph.

Proof. We must verify that each pair of edges of G′ satisfies the 2-line e.c.
property. By the proof of Theorem 5, the only pairs of edges left to check are
pairs of the form e = {x1, u}, f = {x2, v} where x1, x2 ∈ S and u, v ∈ V (G).

To find an edge that is adjacent to neither e nor f , simply identify a
matching of size three in G and observe that e and f can be adjacent to at
most two of the edges of the matching. To find an edge that is adjacent to
both, take the edge {x1, v} if u 6= v and any edge incident with u in G if
u = v. �
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As an immediate corollary of Theorem 6 and by our previous observation
that Km,n is 2-line e.c. for m,n > 3, we can establish the following.

Corollary 7 Any complete multipartite graph with minimum part size at
least three is a 2-line e.c. graph.

We can generalise this even further to show that the join of two 2-line
e.c. graphs is itself a 2-line e.c. graph.

Theorem 8 Let G1 and G2 be two 2-line e.c. graphs each with at least three
vertices. Join G1 to G2 by making every vertex in G1 adjacent to every vertex
in G2. Then the resulting graph G′ = G1 ∨G2 is a 2-line e.c. graph.

Proof. We must verify that each pair of edges of G′ satisfies the 2-line
e.c. property. Any two edges of G1 preserve the 2-line e.c. property, likewise
for G2. By Corollary 7, any two edges of the join have the 2-line e.c. property
as well.

Let e = {u, v} be an edge of G1 and f = {w, x} be an edge with w ∈
V (G1) and x ∈ V (G2). Either {u, x} or {v, x} serves as an edge which is
adjacent to both e and f . Since e is part of a matching of size three in G1,
we can find at least one edge which is adjacent to neither e nor f . Similar
arguments verify that the 2-line e.c. property holds between an edge of G2

and an edge between G1 and G2.
Now let e = {u, v} be an edge of G1 and let f = {x, y} be an edge of

G2. Let w ∈ V (G1) and z ∈ V (G2) be additional distinct vertices. Note that
{u, x} is adjacent to both e and f , and {w, z} is adjacent to neither e nor f .
�

3 2-Line e.c. Planar Graphs

Note that for a graph to be 2-line e.c., it necessarily has diameter at most
3 since any pair of disjoint edges must have a common neighbouring edge.
Small diameter in the context of planar graphs imposes upper bounds on the
graph orders in terms of the maximum degree ∆.

Theorem 9 [11] If G is planar and has diameter 2, then |V (G)| 6 ⌊3∆

2
⌋+1

when ∆ > 8.

Theorem 10 [8] If G is planar and has diameter 3, then |V (G)| 6 8∆+12.
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At the same time, planar graphs cannot have high average degree (a
classical application of Euler’s Formula shows that the average degree must
be below six) and hence they must be relatively sparse. In terms of diameter,
the size of a planar graph is also bounded.

Theorem 11 [10] If G is a connected planar graph then |E(G)| 6 4|V (G)|−
4− 3D, where D denotes the diameter of G.

Despite these restrictions, infinite families of planar graphs with small
diameter are known to exist, inspiring us to ask whether families of planar
2-line e.c. graphs exist as well. However, as we shall see shortly, there are
only finitely many such graphs as Theorem 13 establishes an upper bound
on the order of a planar 2-line e.c. graph. The proof of Theorem 13 relies on
the following well known result of Wagner.

Theorem 12 [20] A graph G is planar if and only if G contains neither K5

nor K3,3 as a graph minor.

Theorem 13 If G is a 2-line e.c. planar graph then |V (G)| 6 12.

Proof. We proceed by examining the possible sizes of matchings in such a
graph G. It will be useful to recall from Lemma 4 that in a 2-line e.c. graph,
the minimum degree, δ, is at least three. Also, since G is 2-line e.c., the size
of a maximum matching is at least three.

Let M be a maximum matching in G. Since G is 2-line e.c., each pair of
edges of M must have a common neighbouring edge. So by contracting each
edge of M , we can observe that G contains K|M | as a minor. Now if |M | > 5,
then G contains K5 as a minor and is therefore not a planar graph. Hence
|M | 6 4.

Now since M is maximum, every edge of E(G) \M must share at least
one end vertex with an edge of M . Let VM be the set of end vertices of the
edges of M .

Now consider the set of vertices V (G)\VM . We will partition this set into
two disjoint sets of vertices, called Type 1 and Type 2 vertices. Precisely,
Type 1 vertices are vertices of V (G) \ VM which are each adjacent to both
end vertices of at least one edge of M and Type 2 vertices are vertices of
V (G) \ VM which are adjacent to at most one end vertex of each edge of M .
Note that since M is maximum, every neighbour of each vertex of V (G)\VM

is a member of VM .
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In order to prove that |V (G)| 6 12, we count the total number of pos-
sible Type 1 and Type 2 vertices that G could contain. First, suppose
M = {e1, e2, e3, e4}, and u is a Type 1 vertex. Without loss of generality, G
contains a subgraph with a structure represented by Figure 1.

x1

y1

u

x2

y2

x3

y3

x4

y4

e1 e2 e3 e4

Figure 1: The matching M and a Type 1 vertex u.

Now suppose v is a second Type 1 vertex. If v is adjacent to both end ver-
tices of e1, then we may form a larger matchingM∗ = {{v, x1}, {y1, u}, e2, e3, e4}.
If v is adjacent to both end vertices of e2, then we may form a larger match-
ing M∗ = {e1, {u, x2}, {y2, v}, e3, e4}. Now if v is adjacent to both end ver-
tices of e3 (or e4), then we first observe that there must be an edge ad-
jacent to both e1 and e3 (or e4). Without loss of generality, let this edge
be {x1, x3} (or {x1, x4}). Then we may form a larger matching M∗ =
{{y1, u}, {x1, x3}, e2, {y3, v}, e4} (or M∗ = {{y1, u}, {x1, x4}, e2, e3, {y4, v}}).
So when |M | = 4, there can be at most one Type 1 vertex. A similar ar-
gument shows that when |M | = 3, there is at most one Type 1 vertex as
well.

Now suppose for an edge e = {x, y} of M , G has two Type 2 vertices
u and v such that {u, x} and {v, y} are edges. Then we can augment M

by replacing e with the pair of edges {u, x} and {v, y}. So no two Type 2
vertices can be adjacent to both end vertices of any edge ofM . Consequently,
if |M | = 3, G can have at most two Type 2 vertices as three or more Type
2 vertices would force a K3,3 subgraph between the vertices of VM and the
Type 2 vertices. So if |M | = 3, G may contain at most nine vertices: six
vertices of VM , at most one Type 1 vertex, and at most two Type 2 vertices.

Suppose |M | = 4 and u is a Type 1 vertex; the general structure can be ob-
served in Figure 1. If v is a Type 2 vertex adjacent to an end vertex of e1 (say
x1) then we may form a larger matching M∗ = {{x1, v}, {y1, u}, e2, e3, e4}.
So no Type 2 vertex can be adjacent to any end vertex of e1. Therefore, any
Type 2 vertices must only be adjacent to end vertices of the edges e2, e3,
e4. Since no two Type 2 vertices can be adjacent to both end vertices of any
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edge of M , there are precisely three vertices which are possible neighbours
for a Type 2 vertex, one for each edge of M other than e1. In this case, there
can be at most two Type 2 vertices, since three or more would force a K3,3

minor between the vertices of VM and the Type 2 vertices. So if |M | = 4 and
G contains a Type 1 vertex, G may contain at most eleven vertices: eight
vertices of VM , one Type 1 vertex, and at most two Type 2 vertices.

Now suppose |M | = 4 and G contains no Type 1 vertex. By our previous
observation, no two Type 2 vertices can be adjacent to both end vertices of
any edge of M , so a Type 2 vertex has only four possible neighbours, one end
vertex from each edge ofM . Note that at most two Type 2 vertices may share
three common neighbours among the vertices of VM since otherwise G would
contain a K3,3 subgraph between the Type 2 vertices and the three common
neighbours of VM . Now suppose that there are two such Type 2 vertices
having three common neighbours, say x, y, z ∈ VM . Then any additional
Type 2 vertex must share exactly two of these three common neighbours,
say x and y. This vertex’s third neighbour lies on a path with z of length
three consisting of two edges of M and an adjacent edge shared between
them. By contracting this path, we observe a K3,3 minor between the Type
2 vertices and the vertices of VM . Finally, assuming no pair of Type 2 vertices
have three common neighbours, we conclude that there can be at most four
Type 2 vertices since this is the number of distinct 3-subsets of a 4-set. So if
|M | = 4 and G contains no Type 1 vertices, G may contain at most twelve
vertices: eight vertices of VM and at most four Type 2 vertices. �

By computer search of all planar graphs up to order 12, we established
that there are precisely five 2-line e.c. planar graphs. These are the graphs
named Tc20, Tc30, Tc39, Tc43, and Tc44, on page 246 of [19]. For a planar
representation of each graph, see Figures 2 to 6. This search was aided
by the program plantri, authored by Brinkmann and McKay [6]. The
graphs Tc20, Tc30, and Tc39 have faces of sizes three and four whereas the
graphs Tc43 and Tc44 are triangulations. Tc43 and Tc44 are also named the
heptahedral graph 34 and the Johnson solid skeleton 13 respectively. The
heptahedral graphs were first enumerated by Kirkman [15] and Hermes [12]
and the Johnson solid skeleton is the planar embedding of the pentagonal
bipyramid J1,3 [14].
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Figure 2: Tc20 Figure 3: Tc30 Figure 4: Tc39

Figure 5: Tc43 Figure 6: Tc44

4 n-Line e.c. Hypergraphs

We know from Theorem 3 that a graph cannot be n-line e.c. for n > 3.
In order to find examples of n-e.c. line graphs for n > 3 we instead con-
sider the line graphs of hypergraphs. In fact, the idea of existential closure
properties in the line graphs of hypergraphs already has history in the lit-
erature, although under a more specific set of parameters. In particular,
the block-intersection graphs of designs (which may be viewed as the line
graphs of certain hypergraphs), have been studied with the n-existential clo-
sure property in mind. In a 2005 paper by Forbes, Grannell and Griggs [9],
the block-intersection graphs of Steiner triple systems are investigated and
in a 2007 paper by McKay and Pike [16], the block-intersection graphs of
more general balanced incomplete block designs were considered. Existential
closure was also examined in the block intersection graphs of infinite designs
in [13] and [18].

A hypergraph H is a pair (V,E) such that V is a set of distinct vertices
and E is a collection of subsets of V called hyperedges or simply edges.
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A hypergraph in which all edges have the same cardinality k is called a
k-uniform hypergraph. The line graph of a hypergraph H , denoted L(H),
is the graph with vertex set E(H) such that adjacency of vertices in L(H)
corresponds with adjacency of edges in H , where two edges in H are adjacent
if and only if they share at least one vertex. A matching in a hypergraph is
simply a set of edges in which no two edges contain a common vertex and an
independent set of vertices in a hypergraph is a set in which no two vertices
are contained in a common edge.

Theorem 14 Let H be a hypergraph with edges of size at most k. If H is
n-line e.c. then n 6 k. Moreover, if H is a k-uniform n-line e.c. hypergraph,
then n 6 k.

Proof. Suppose H is (k + 1)-line e.c. and let e be an edge of H . By the
same method as detailed in the proof of Theorem 3, we can build a matching
of size k + 1 in H which contains e.

Now, since H is (k+1)-line e.c., there must exist a (k+2)nd edge, adjacent
to each of the previous k + 1 edges, no two of which are adjacent. This is
impossible, so H cannot be (k+1)-line e.c. Finally, in particular, this result
holds when H is a k-uniform n-line e.c. hypergraph as well. �

Note that we can use existing examples of n-e.c. graphs to construct n-line
e.c. hypergraphs for any n as follows. Let G be an n-e.c. graph and form a set
of size deg(v) for each vertex v ∈ V (G) consisting of the edges with which it
is incident. From this we can build a hypergraph H with V (H) = E(G) and
E(H) consisting of the sets we have just formed. Note that the line graph of
H is isomorphic to G, so H is an n-line e.c. hypergraph. Also, if G happens
to be k-regular, then the resulting hypergraph H would be k-uniform.

We can apply this construction to any given set of n-e.c. graphs to produce
additional examples of n-line e.c. hypergraphs. One explicit family of n-
e.c. graphs is the set of Paley graphs. In [2] and [3] it was shown that for
any n, every sufficiently large Paley graph is n-e.c. Since Paley graphs are
necessarily regular, we conclude that there exist sufficiently large uniform
n-line e.c. hypergraphs for any n.

If we once again focus on n = 2, then we can find analogous results for
hypergraphs to those presented in Section 2.2.

Theorem 15 Let X and Y be disjoint sets of vertices. Let H be the hyper-
graph on X ∪Y along with all possible edges of size k such that each edge has
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a non-empty intersection with both X and Y . If |X| > |Y | > 2k− 1, then H

is a k-uniform 2-line e.c. hypergraph.

Proof. We must verify that each pair of edges in H satisfies the 2-line
e.c. property. Let e = {u1, u2, . . . , uk} and f = {v1, v2, . . . , vk} be two edges
of H . Without loss of generality we may assume that u1, v1 ∈ X and uk, vk ∈
Y .

Any third edge which contains u1 and v1 is adjacent to both e and f . Any
edge {x1, x2, . . . , xk} where each xi is distinct from each ui and each vi, is
adjacent to neither e nor f . This is possible since |X| > |Y | > 2(k−1)+1 =
2k− 1. Finally, since e 6= f , there exists at least one vertex of e which is not
contained in f and vice versa. So pick this vertex and observe that at least
one of its incident edges will serve as an edge which is adjacent to e and not
f and vice versa. �

Using Theorem 15 and similar arguments used in the proof of Theorem 8
we can establish the following corollary.

Corollary 16 Let H1 and H2 be k-uniform 2-line e.c. hypergraphs on dis-
tinct sets of vertices. Let H be the hypergraph H1∪H2 along with all possible
edges of size k such that each edge has a non-empty intersection with both
V (H1) and V (H2). If |V (H1)| > |V (H2)| > 2k − 1, then H is a k-uniform
2-line e.c. hypergraph.
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